Sustaining the Momentum: FACILITATIVE LEADERSHIP

Judy Harper, Sr. Program Director

Community Partners
Accelerating ideas into action to advance the public good.
It’s not easy to be a Network Leader……
Effective Facilitation

“...involves using processes and tools to maximize the collective intelligence of individuals in a group to determine the right course of action and to then build a template for acting on the choices they make.”

Jeffrey Cufaude, The Art of Facilitative Leadership
Connections and Meaning
Direction without Commanding
Balance Content and Process

WHAT?

HOW?
Invite Disclosure & Feedback
Build Capacity!!!
Please, no heroines....
A facilitative leader is....

- Big Picture Thinker
- Process Manager
- Connector
- Solutions Supporter
- Creator of Meaning

AUTHENTIC

SELF AWARE
Robbin Randolph

Using Mindfulness to Support Facilitative Leadership